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July 30, 2020
Dear Ringgold Family,
I hope this letter finds you and your family well. Our Administrative team continues to plan each day in anticipation of the
return of our students for the 2020-2021 school year. Despite the pandemic, and despite the many, many challenges it
provides, the long hours of meetings and conversations in our attempts to mitigate those challenges, there is an excitement
in the air in our school buildings. As I visited the buildings this week, I couldn’t help but think about the first day of school
and the excitement that exists for students and staff on that day. Be assured, pandemic or not, we are committed to
ensuring that the first day of the 2020-2021 school year is a positive experience for each of our students and families.
I want to thank each person who has emailed me to share their concerns and questions. Each email has been used as
critical “food for thought” in our planning. As the Administrative team read through the questions, we decided that perhaps
the best way to honor the time you took in writing to us and in picking up the phone to call us, was to put together a
Frequently Asked Questions document (FAQ). Some of the questions were shared by a number of people and as such, we
only included the question, or a version of it, one time. It is our hope that this document will be of assistance to you in
electing the type/setting of schooling in which you would like your child to participate for the start (or duration) of the 20202021 school year. Regardless of whether you choose Option 1 (Traditional Setting), Option 2 (Online Schooling Model), or
the Ringgold Cyber Academy, your child will receive a Ringgold Education and will remain an important part of the RAM
family. It’s because of that time honored tradition that we’ve worked so hard to expand our schooling options and to find
a way to reach each and every one of our families.
We would ask that you take the time to review the FAQ document and that you then indicate your choice of schooling for
each child in your family. You can indicate your choice by clicking here. The link will take you to the registration form.
Many thanks for all of your support. We look forward to seeing our students and families in the very near future and promise
to keep you informed as we continue in our planning.
As always, do not hesitate to contact us with questions or concerns.
RAM Strong,

Randall Skrinjorich
Randall Skrinjorich
Acting Superintendent

~ Preparing students today for the challenges of tomorrow ~

